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The responsibility of the financial
system
Luciano Gallino notice that the voice of the European Union citizens have been feeble if compared to the US ones about the responsibility of the financial system.
"We know that there is a reason. The country in which the population have been hit harder by the financial crisis, from its first
beginning in 2007 was only United Kingdom. In other Eu country the effect on the daily life, the working conditions, the welfare
state – the human costs of the crisis – was less perceived, even if
their government have spent or created through ECB (European
central bank) trilion of euro to contain the flooding in all the field
of finacial economy" (Gallino, 2011:290).

More than a subprime mortgage
crisis

Talking about the economic crisis Luciano Gallino assess
that there is a representation that see in the subprime mortgages and the deflation of the housing bubble, the main reason
of the crisis.
This is correct, but this leave out of the picture the main actor, the financial system and the pathological development
that it deploy at least from the eighties on.

A pathologically abnormal structure
The financial system is an essential instrument for the real economy.
Nevertheless the financial system is clearly pathologic when:
- the gross amount of the financial system exceed several time the value of the real economy;
- the most of its operation have manifestly a speculative aim instead
than a productive one;
- an extremely high proportion of the movements of capital that are
held in the system are consciously taken away from any form of effective regulation by the authorities that by law would have to watch on it.
On the basis of these explanatory model the crisis have been caused by
the pathologically abnormal structure of the system
(Gallino, 2011: 54-55).

The masterpiece of the financial
capitalism
"Then the 2010 arrives. The year in which the 'finanzcapitalismo' (financialcapitalism) have revealed its
last masterpiece: to represent the growing public
debt of the states not as an long term effect of its
own profligacy and of its structural faults, broadly endorsed and incentivized by politic, but as the
effect of too generous working contitions and welfare state. From spring 2010 on, the vast majority of
the Eu population had been asked by their goverments to pay the bill of the crisis under the form of a generalized worsening of its existential situation, of its
way of life" (Gallino, 2011:290).

Public policies against the crisis

In Italy pople is not experiencing the financial
crisis but the measures (public policies) undertaken by governments against the crisis...
What we now experience, the measures against
the crisis, bring us to recession
(Lanfranco Caminiti)

A lack of narrative

As italian we did not have a narrative about the financial crisis.
While in USA the narrative is democratic,
in Europe in crisis there is a tendency of a totalitarian
narratives.
Tolitarianism is the lack of narrative, the incapacity,
the impossibility to communicate an experience
(Caminiti)

Recessive policies

Cremaschi fiom CGIL
“The crisis have to be stopped not only because is
unfair but also because is recessionary...we have to
do like in Greece...the manoeuvre have to be stopped
not only because is unfair but also because is recessionary...Berlusconi have been replaced by Monti
because was too weak to do what the finance wanted.
We needed to have election...”

Crisis of steel industry: Piombino
➲

Piombino steel industry: 29 december
2012 majority of inhabitants turn off the
lights against the
closure of the still
factory. On 19 november demonstration of 10.000 people that ask to relaunch the factory.

Capital and power: the restoration
of class power

The financialcapitalism (finanzcapitalismo) "is a
mega machine that is being developed during the last
few decades with the aim to maximize and accumulate, under the form of capital and at the same time of
power, the values extractable from the largest possible number of human being and from the ecosystems" (Gallino, 2011:5)

Very good at steeling!

The capitalist class doesn't even know how to produce anymore. What they are very good at is steeling.
They are good in robbery, they are good at actually
legalizing the extraction of wealth by all sorts of
means...a small group of people effectively control
all of the resources which allow social life...we cannot let that concentration of wealth continue.
(Harvey, occupylondon 12 november 2011)

Power relation between capital and
labour
Stefano Rodotà: “ the rights have become a luxury? Make it easier for capital to use the labor,
not only isn't the solution but is the primary
reason of the present world disorder, founded on overlying class rule...the new jobs will
not born by making it easier dismissals of workers..”

...a crisis of whom?
“...a crisis for whom?Actually, you look at the number of billionaires around the world, there are about
30% more billionaires now that there were three
years ago. The crisis has been a way of assembling
even more wealth in fewer and fewer hands. And the
way in which it is done is to go after people who are
the most vulnerable. That is, you extract wealth from
those who can least afford to have that extraction visited on them.
(David Harvey, occupylondon, 12 november 2011)

Subsidies to italian banks
268 billion of euro as triennial loan by European
Central Bank with a an interest rate of 1%
4.1 billion of loan by the State through the Tremonti
bonds (untill now 1.45 billion of euro have been repaid)
3.9 billion will be lent to Monte dei Paschi di Siena
by the State through the Monti bond (of which 1.9
billion for repayment of theTremonti bond)

Strong increase of economic inequalities

The finanzcapitalism have between its main characteristic a strong increase of the economic inequality
between countries and within each country: "in the
inequalities, perhaps more than any other indicator,
are expressed the causes and the effect of the capital
as power"
(Gallino, 2011:159).

Inequalities in income

Italy together with US and United Kingdom is part of
the group of developed countries that have the higher
index of economic inequalities. (Gallino, 2011.161).
In 2008 the income's share collected by the 10% of
the families with the higher income is 10,5 times the
share of the families with the lower income. The first
have taken the 26,3% of the total income of the italian families; the second have 2,5%.

Growing inequalities

Inequality in wealth
The wealth distribution is even more unequal. While the one
tenth richer of the italian families have the 44% of the total
wealth, the 5/10 poorer have got only the 10% of it. In this
case the quota owned by the tenth richer exceed 22 times the
wealth quota owned on average by each tenth of the lower
half, that would be of 2%. The Gini index that measure the
economic inequality in 2008 was 0,35 for the income, but
more than 0,60 for the wealth (Gallino, 2011:161).
Luciano Gallino sustains that these abysses of inequality
come from a re-distribution of income from bottom up.

435 times the salary of a worker
The compensation of top executives of large companies – including earnings, bonuses, stock options, severance pay, etc, - which in 1980 amounted to an
average of 40 times the gross average earnings, rose
up to be 350 – 400 times the reference. The CEO of
Fiat auto Sergio Marchionne, for example, received payments in 2009 that amounted to 435 times
the salary of a worker of the factory of Pomigliano
(Gallino, 2011:163).

Italy: a lack of social mobility

In Italy but also in other countries the social mobility has decreased. The few research about this issue tell us that more
than 40 % of who born in a certain class is bound to stay inside it forever, and some of who belong to middle classes can
descend in a lower class. The social mobility have undergone
a significant slowdown after the seventies and eighties...not
only we do not have an upward mobility but very often the
children do not maintain the social position of parents. The
economy is closed, the labour market has shrank, the demand
of specialized profession has decreased, the state has been
transformed from an employer of last resort in someone that
fire in the first instance (Gallino, 2012)

Widening inequalities

the more advantaged classes have increased
their advantages, while those who already have
less have seen a widening of the distances that
separate them from the top

From wages to financial and real
estate rents
In 15 OECD countries, the richest, the quota of salaries (wages) (corresponding to the total of the wages drawn by wage earners and by self-employed
workers, the incomes of whom are evaluated as if
they get the same wage of wage earners), on suplus
value (added value), that is on GDP, is decreased of
10 points on average between 1976 and 2006, fall
from 68 to around 58%. "In Italy, Ireland and Japan
the fall has touch upon 15 points, falling from 68 to
53%. The points lost by wages have gone mainly
into financial and real estate rents and to the manager's payments" (Gallino, 2011:162).

Corporate governance and labour
policies
There are two main reason for this to happen:
first the dominance in the corporate governance of
the paradigm of maximizing shareholder value, which have compressed wages in favour of the stock
market and profits.
Second: the labour policies of governments, under
which collective bargaining of wages that determines
the division between wages and conflicts has seen
considerably reduce its role, when in practice it has
disappeared.

From the majority to a minority
In many countries, GDP has grown by 60 to 70 points between the early nineties and the end of the first decade of 2000.
But three-quarters of this growth has gone to 5 percent of the population or less.
In the context of a world economy whose GDP employs nearly thirty
years, from 1980 to 2007, to grow two times in real terms, while in the
same period the financial assets rose by nine times, it is inevitable
that much of the growth of overall added value is subtracted from the
income of the majority of the world population to a minority. In the
calculation of GDP growth are included all revenues of financial assets, whose growth is estimated at 7-8 per cent per annum (Gallino,
2011:163).

Power on control against all opposition
"The accumulation of capital extracted from the
bottom and moved to the top of the social pyramid, in the hands of a diminishing number of
institutions and individuals, is the power to
control, develop and transform society against
all opposition"
(Gallino, 2010: 163)

What about politcs? Revolving
doors!!!
In Italy, before assuming the role of Governor of the Bank of
Italy, Mario Draghi worked in private practice as a vicepresident for Europe (2002-2005) of Goldman Sachs, the largest
investment bank in the world, but that role in the private had
come for the proven skills as a public official, having been
Director General of the Treasury from 1996 to 2002. Among
the Italian consultants of Goldman Sachs there were even
Romano Prodi (1990-1993) and Mario Monti, former European
Commissioner for Competition (2005).
The players past and present of these transits from finance to
politics and vice versa, all perfectly legal, had a central role in
deregulation of international finance that led to the crisis.

Economic development on the forefront...
The first article of the decree on the liberalizations
repeal the rules of territorial planning and territorial
controls that restrict “unreasonably” the start of new
economic activities and the entry of new economic
players...
Territorial Planning by the elected public administration must have the aim of the economic development
to which all the other have to be subordinated”
Edoardo Salzano (urban planner)

Order of eviction
Th e tre n d o f e vic tio n re q uire d
is s ue d a n d e n fo rc e d in Tus c a n y
fro m 2 0 0 1 to 2 0 1 0 (a b s . va lue )
(*) Presentate all'Ufficiale Giudiziario.
(**) Con l'intervento dell'Ufficiale
Giudiziario.
(***) Dati incompleti per le province di Arezzo e Pisa.
(****) Dati incompleti per le province di Livorno e Siena.
Fo n te : e la b o ra zio n i s u d a ti Min is te ro d e ll’In te rn o , G li s fra tti in Ita lia , 2 0 0 5 , 2 0 0 6 , 2 0 0 7 , 2 0 0 8 , 2 0 0 9 e 2 0 1 0 .

Eviction issued in Tuscany
➲The

distribution by
type of motivation of
eviction issued in
Tuscany in 2010
(percentage value)
Source: Ministry of
the Interior, evictions
in Italy, 2010.

The distribution by type of motivation
of eviction issued in Italy in 2010 (percentage value)
Fonte : Minis te ro de ll’Inte rno, Gli s fratti in Italia, 2 0 1 0 .

Eviction for non-payment
➲eviction

issued for
non-payment every
100 orders issued

Widening spatial inequalities
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Evictions and clearing out

Against the evictions

19 january 2012: after 31 years the
conciatori project have been cleared
occupied by Democrazia proletaria in 1980, sold by the municipality
for 1.912.000 euro per 1.646 mq, about 1150 euro/mq (you need around
5.000 euro/mq for a dwelling in Santa Croce!) with an auction on
13.12.2010 gone to Società Immobiliare Toscotre srl

Poveri noi
It is 'well known that 10% of the Italian population grabs almost the
half of the national wealth, while 50% of Italians
arrive at having 10%. Yet it is common place
contrast the reasons for young people to those "'others': the
older workers more "guaranteed", fathers overly protected,
pensioners too 'early', teachers'
excessively uncontrolled etcetera. As if all the
competitive dynamics - the only conceivable conflicts – not could be played
with logic 'zero-sum' on
low bands of the social " (Revelli, 2010:110).
As
if the wealth of the rich was untouchable, "as in
'late medieval class society"," If redistribution
there must be, it's between the already scarce resources of others,
called to contend for the crumbs of income and rights
have not evaporated in the circuits of abstract
global finance and remain 'below', on the ground, physically visible
in their neighborhood " (Revelli, 2010: 111).

While before motivated with the myth of the market, supposed to be
better than the public, now the same politics are sustained by the
crisis discourse. The public administration have to became a
facilitator of the development process, streamlining decision making
and implementation procedures in order to improve its service
function.

Economic development (manufacture, export at
first) still as a main aims, sustainability is
mentioned but is used with all its conflicting
meanings.
- Privatisation of utilities (gas electricity, telephone,
water), of land and premises, of public transport,
of the management of public housing…
- Welfare could come only if and after the economic
development.

Competition for development
The competition between cities are accepted and the attempt
is to connected the relatively small towns of Tuscany to
built up a city of cities, a polycentric entity much more
able to hold up in an international competition.
The transport infrastructure are seen as the chance for the
development; high speed train, and new motorway,
harbours and airports. High speed train is meant to be on
the international European route.

The myth of the market
There is the myth that the introduction of logic of
market will better the public services: the PPP,
project financing, privatization become the main
tools of the public policies. Public goods are sold.
The privatisation of land, real estate owned by the
Regione, the local authorities, the state increase the
goods that are under command of the capitalistic
market.

Parco della musica, state of emergency
Music and Culture park. New
Auditorium,
Client: Presidency of the
Council of Ministers;
Architect: ABDR Architetti
Associati s.r.l.;
Purpose: a complex with auditoriums and gardens;
Status: built. The
criminal investigation (cooked competition) was downplayd and set aside by the
president of Tuscany Region.

Undemocratic policies
This and other similar projects was promoted by public
bodies, was financed as large events and “emergencies”,
without any control and at discretion, and now are charged
for bribery. Is it a deviation or
part of the tendency towards
undemocratic policies?
The contract was won for
100 million but required 157
million and 100 million more
are needed.

Jelly system
The “jelly system” is a bribery in which high level
ministerial public officers use their power of awarding public and rich contracts, to get gifts and kickbacks from real estate and building enterprises. This
system is fully documented by the investigations and
it is very widespread.
The spending for the community is immense and the
contractor often present fake discounts which
subsequently are systematically inflated.

Exit of Uffizi Museum
Exit of the Uffizi Museum,
1998- 2010;
Client: Ministry of
Cultural Heritage and City of
Florence;
Architect: Arata
Isozaki;
Purpose: design the front
rear of the Uffizi and the
square in front of it; Status
unbuilt and under criminal
investigation.

Discretion and lack of transparency
To put under a commissioner the
Work for The Great Uffizi by the
Minister Of Cultural Heritage
means award the restoration to a
person without qualification for
29,5 million euro. Discretion and
lack of transparency and control
are becoming the rule. Without
any control, the power become
absolute. Is it Italian folklore or
there is a trend link between PPPs
and bribery?
Impact
Lack of funds for social and cultural needs.

Tunnel for high speed line
➲Rete

ferroviaria italiana (RFI) has chosen
NODAVIA as general contractor.
➲Coopsette from Reggio Emilia has the
majority in the consortium

the tunnel for the high speed train
under Florence
The projects is to built a tunnel under Florence for
the high speed train line that connect Bologna –
Florence and Florence Rome.
● The project is to built two tunnel of around 7 kilometer (under Florence), with a diameter of 9 meter
and an average depth of 25 meter.
● A huge hole of 45 meter per 500 meter will host the
underground station for high speed train (Norman
Foster, Flagship project)
●

January 2013: Under investigation!
Coopsette in 2008 was awarded of the construction
of the Florence railway junction (915 million of
euro at that time); it is link to PD party that is egemonic in Tuscany
● In Mugello (line Florence – Bologna) the tunnel for
the high speed line already constructed, caused drying up of springs and river and hydrogeological instability
● In Florence there is danger for ground water, for the
stability of buildings, for the safety of people
●

Tunnel for high speed train
Cases of crimes of fraud,
corruption, illegal management of
waste and criminal conspiracy.
Between suspects the former
governor of Umbria Maria Rita
Lorenzetti (PD), now president
Italfer (design company of
railways). Thirty searches and 31
suspects. The charge is that
Lorenzetti and others have favored
the Coopsette (PD) and Nodavia
and in return, she gets assignments
for the husband in the
reconstruction of the earthquake in
Emilia.

Risen from 500 to 700 million and
more
An official of the Board of
the environmental impact
assessment in the Ministry, is
alleged to have drafted
opinions complacent in
exchange for hiring of
relatives, consultancy
contracts, advice,
confirmation of the
assignment to the ministry.

Coopsette one of the major “red”
cooperative
➲contractors

intended to
use tunnel lining segments of lower quality
than that required;
➲suspected infiltration camorristica, disposal of
land excavation, illegal
trafficking of waste,
landscape standards
violations, collusion
with the technical supervision

Privatization of public services
➲ The crisis is evoked to

sell public companies
and services, to sell
public assetts and real
estates (PUV - programma unitario di valorizzazione -Budget
2007- 2008), to roll
back labour rights, to
support private enterprises no matter what
they produce and how

Cittadini liberi e pensanti: Taranto
➲Free

and thinking citizens from Taranto
do not want to pay
for the work with the
health and life. The
steel factory Ilva
have poisoned the
territory from decades. Instead Fiom
CGIL think that work
is more important.

Taranto: I do not delegate,
I participate!
➲Flexible

urban planning and flexible rules when have to do
with ruling classes
and interests;
➲More power to executive than parliament
➲PPP, occasional city,
market and development on the fore

State of emergency
➲To

overcame the
(few) rules in favour
of workers and environments, territory
and landscapes
➲To choose the contractor the one in
power want, without
any rules and restrictions

➲To

speed up public works
(High speed lines, incinerators, public work
for events like olympics
game or 150 years
from the italian unity )
➲In Tuscany regional law
35 /2011 to call back
the power to decide
from local authority if
they take too much
time in realizing strategic infrastructures.

The irrationality of capitalism
During a crisis the irrationality of capitalism is under
the eyes of all.
Capital is always about growth, and people stop talking about crisis when we get three percent compound growth minimum...
The whole world is saturated with that growth...
If we start to think about a zero growth economy
that is a non-capitalistic economy...(Harvey, occupylondon, 12 november 2011)

Thank you for listening!

